Compromised regulation of the terminal complement pathway propagates both inflammatory and age-related joint degeneration
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The influence of complement-mediated innate immune responses on cartilage and bone homeostasis in the ageing joint has not been studied. Inappropriate complement-mediated cell damage is prevented by membrane regulators such as CD59. Synovial tissue expression of CD59 is altered during inflammatory arthritis; elevated CD59 levels may be necessary to protect joint tissues. Roles of CD59 in maintaining tissue equilibrium and structural architecture within the synovial joint have not been described previously. Since CD59a is the primary regulator of membrane attack complex assembly in mice; we used CD59a-gene-deleted mice (CD59a-/-) as tools to unravel the function of CD59a in modulating inflammatory arthritis, bone re-modelling and age-related joint degeneration. Inflammatory and degenerative changes are classified using histopathology whilst three dimensional radiological image analysis provided objective markers of bone changes at the tibiofemoral joint.
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